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Phishing detection on tor hidden services✰
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a b s t r a c t

Phishing is the act of impersonating another party to attack a user, usually stealing information or
money. In darknets, where participants are usually anonymous, phishing is a huge problem. We describe
the current state of phishing in darknets, especially the Tor network. We analyse what techniques at-
tackers can use to impersonate other services as well as develop some metrics to automatically detect
phishing pages. Existing solutions against phishing are presented and phishing detection in the clearnet
is examined on the transferability to darknets.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)..

h i g h l i g h t s

� Tor phishing detection.
� Site cloning recognition.
� Similarity measures.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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1. Introduction

Phishing in general is a big problem nowadays. Where software is hard-
ened against attackers, the typical user often is the weak point in the
system. Attackers steal money, information and more by impersonating
trusted parties. Whether phishing takes place on the clearnet or the dar-
knet, users have to stay alert to prevent attacks. While there are some
solutions to this problem for clearnet websites, detecting fake hidden
services is complicated due to the nature of darknets like the Tor network.
Domains are composed of seemingly random characters and thus hard to
recognize and remember for humans. Additionally, security features like
SSL certificates are not widely used, partly because it is hard to get a cer-
tificate from a central authority while still remaining completely
anonymous.
One common approach is impersonating a shop and taking control of the
payment. After creating a phishing page, the link has to be distributed, the
most common way being link lists. An advantage for attackers is that they

can operate anonymously: therefore they can easily create multiple ser-
vices. Since there are no authorities or obvious connections between
separate pages, a single party can impersonatemultiple services and create
a replacement as soon as it is identified. As cryptocurrency payments are
not reversible, money transfers cannot be made undone once executed.
The darknet (or better privacy-preserving networks in this case) is not a
domain where only illegal activities happen. There are numerous exam-
ples of legal usages of the anonymity provided by the Tor network. There
are many drop-boxes for providing confidential information run by news
agencies. Establishing a phishing clone could be of interest for everyone
fearing disclosure of information. A clever clone could send everything
fished to the actual onion service and only filter out information unwanted
by the phishing party. This not a theoretical issue: in 2019 a phising
website imitating a Tor SecureDrop service by The Guardianwas detected.1

By this clone, SecureDrop codenameswhich are pseudonyms for follow-up
communication have been harvested and a malware app was advertised.
Numerous scientific publications address phishing detection in the clear-
net, like (Khonji et al., 2013) (Gutierrez et al., 2018) (Hu et al., 2019) (Oest
et al., 2018). Currently, machine learning models like neural networks are
used to classify sites (Mohammad et al., 2014) (Tan et al., 2018) (Ferreira
et al., 2018) (Jain and Gupta, 2019) (Nagaraj et al., 2018). The algorithms
can detect patterns in scam or phishing pages and evaluate different
criteria to find duplicates. Those algorithms could be adapted to the Tor
network. A problem is that some listed properties have no meaning in the
context of hidden services, so the program has less information to work
with.

2. Automated phishing detection

The most simple and common way to impersonate another website is to
clone and alter the content. Altering the page can usually be done auto-
matically by replacing certain patterns like URLs and cryptocurrency

1 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/phishing-attack-targets-
the-guardians-whistleblowing-site.
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addresses. To show the most current version of the attacked website, an
attacker can also perform a man in the middle attack. The phishing page
then performs a request for every request of the user and the attacker can
scan the content in real time and replace for example cryptocurrency
addresses with his own before delivering the page. This approach gener-
ally results in higher page load times.
In this section we present algorithms and metrics to automatically detect
phishing pages. The goal is identify phishing copies of hidden services by
analyzing the data provided by them.

Text Based. Documents are delivered as text that is processed by the
browser to display the content. This text is usually composed of HTML, CSS
and Javascript and describes the content, layout, structure and the func-
tionality of a page. It will be similar for cloned pages and can be used to
detect phishing clones.
The most simple and straightforward method to compare two pages for
similarity is to check for equality. This produces a binary result: Two pages
are either identical or not. If they are identical, they show the same con-
tent. Testing can be executed on the raw data that is served to the client, for
example by comparison of cryptographic hashes. Another technique is
using compression to determine the similarity of two documents, based on
the COAV algorithm designed by Halvani et al. (2017). The core goal is
authorship verification for documents and thus different, but the idea of
using compression to find similarity is still applicable. The compression
similarity is calculated by analyzing the compression behavior of the
pages. In addition, there are various robust text hashing algorithms
(Steinebach et al., 2013) allowing to find almost identical texts by local
comparison of passages. Their approach is similar to the image hash al-
gorithm discussed in the next section.

Image Based. One important feature of web pages are images. They are also
used on phishing pages to feign authority. Therefore they can be utilized to
detect phishing pages. For the comparison algorithm regarding images, all
found images are downloaded and saved. For legal and performance rea-
sons, the images used are only processed and stored as hash values. To
prevent skewing the results, images are generally processed as sets and
thus duplicate images are ignored.
The first approach is using a well known cryptographic hash function like
SHA256 to identify images. However, a simple solution to mitigate the
detection of phishing sites by a tool that analyses images with crypto-
graphic hash values is to subtly manipulate the image. The cryptographic
hash value of said image will be completely different, making detection
impossible.
To improve the detection of similar images, a special hash algorithm for
images can be used. Hash algorithms specifically designed for images can
produce the same hash for images that are very similar to each other. An
example for such an algorithm are the algorithms of the PHash library
(Klinger and Starkweather, 2010) or the ForBild robust hash (Steinebach
et al., 2012). A comparison metric based on image hashing for web sites
is based on the percentage of identified images present on both websites.

Address Based. To generate an onion address, a key pair is necessary. The
onion address is then generated by calculating the hash of the public key.
Thus it is neither possible to freely choose an address nor to imitate an
existing one, because the private key is only known by the legitimate
owner. But one can generate key pairs until a domain with the desired
properties emerges. As a result, services try to generate domains that are as
descriptive as possible for the relevant content, e.g. Facebook is available
on facebookcorewwwi. onion. It is not possible to control the complete
domain string, thus usually only the first few characters make any sense to
humans. When creating a phishing clone, an attacker can aim to generate
addresses until the prefix is the same as the original and to generate an
address that looks as similar as possible. The longer the string of common
characters in the address, the higher the probability of it being deliberately
similar: each subsequent character is harder to brute-force than the pre-
vious. To calculate the similarity of two addresses sA, the longest common
prefix c is divided by the length lA of the address, which is commonly 16.
This similarity will usually be relatively low because of the high

computational effort that is necessary to generate similar addresses. Pages
will generally not have more than 8 characters in common, which results
in a similarity value of sA ¼ 0.5 It should be interpreted accordingly when
choosing a threshold.

3. Evaluation

To test the accuracy of the phishing detection metrics, a testing set of
services with known clones together with randomly chosen individual
services is composed. We manually selected pages from different clone
detection pages and the crawled data. Each of these pages is compared to
all the others with a reasonable threshold. To obtain the information about
onion services, we need to download the pages. To do this, we execute a
broad crawl over as many pages as possible with a suitable starting point,
in our case http://deepweblinks.org. To find onion links, HTML documents
are parsed for link elements as well as using regular expression matching
to find all mentioned links. The matching is necessary because onion
services and link lists often list links in plain text, which are not found by
regular crawlers. Proxy that connects to tor as a SOCKS proxy. We chose
Polipo as web proxy. After integrating the web proxy in the framework,
onion addresses can be treated like regular domains. The spider stores the
text for each page by saving the document for offline use. We crawled over
15,000 web pages for over 4000 individual onion services. On these pages,
35,000 different images have been found.
The algorithm to detect phishing sites that are exact copies of each other is
expected to have few false positives, but also a potentially high rate of false
negatives for pages that are slightly changed. We analyze the accuracy of
the algorithms that check for document similarity and compare the
different variants with text substitution or extraction. The evaluation is
executed for every possible pairing of onion services. With the 103
different onion service addresses tested on, this results in 5253 (

P103
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)

comparisons. As expected, not many services can be detected by simply
searching for perfect clones. However, as seen in Fig. 1, there is no falsely
detected duplicates.
For the similarity based on images, we compare the results based on image
identification. The images are identified via their hash values. We used a
cryptographic hash algorithm SHA256 to uniquely identify images and
dhash to find similar images. As seen, in Fig.1 a low threshold of 0.1 already
produces good results. The only pages not detected are pages without
images. With a threshold of 0.1 meaning that 90% of all images are hash-
identical and present on both websites, the possibility of detecting pages
with just a common logo is low for pages with a few images. The robust
hash returns the same results, meaning the test pages either do not contain
any phishing pages that subtly modified images or that they do not factor
in the result.
Next, we analyze only the service names. This is a really simple method that
does not need anyotherdata than the names of services. Based onhowmuch
of the addressesmatches, the similarity value is calculated. A good threshold
would be 0.35, which means all addresses where the first 6 characters are
equal are seen as clones. Lower thresholds produce too many false positives
because the chance that two addresses beginwith the same string randomly
grows.On the otherhand, a higher thresholdwouldnotfindmanyduplicates
at all, simply due to the fact that it is not possible to easily create similar
addresses. As seen in Fig. 1 the results are promising. This approach has a
relatively high false negative ratio because of the fact that not all phishing
pages make the effort to construct a similar looking address.
Given the results above, the best identifier is the image detection. We now
use the results to look at phishing. We define a threshold, and assume all
pages above this threshold are phishing clones. Thus we can treat the
similarity function as transitive. We can then categorize all pages into
groups with their phishing clones. With the sha image detection algorithm
to identify images and a threshold of 0.1, we can find 191 groups of cloned
pages out of 4210 services Of those, three pages are cloned over 30 times,
another three between 20 and 30 times, and five are cloned 10 to 19 times.
The most pages are cloned only a few times, with 107 services only having
one clone and the other 73 pages having between 2 and 9 clones. The
address based detection gives us a similar result with 112 pages having one
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clone, 56 with 2e9 clones. However, only 11 pages are in groups with over
10 clones. With the address detection, we see that the results from the
image detection have a high accuracy, since pages that have a similar
address as well as many shared pages are very likely to actually be phishing
clones.
By looking at the results, it is easy to see that there are a few high risk
targets. Most of these are Bitcoin Wallets or shops accepting Bitcoin. The
anonymous environment and lack of central authorities makes phishing
harder to detect for users. Additionally, it is easy to steal money with
cryptocurrencies, where addresses can very simply be replaced. Of course,
due to the anonymity of the Tor shops, one can not be sure if some or all of
the found duplicates are not harmless cases of redundancy. A credible case
of redundancy would not be distinguished frommalicious clones. Still, due
to the observed focus on financial aspects of the Tor net, this seems
unlikely.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that it is possible to automatically detect phishing pages
with relatively simple techniques. Most phishing pages seem to be
generated automatically and can therefore be easily detected. Genuine
onion services can take measures to warn their users like announcing the
genuine address in a way that is not easily detectable by a computer.
However, these methods cannot provide total protection. It is trivial for an
attacker to manually create a phishing page that circumvents these de-
tections. Even worse, if a user knows that the page employs special
warnings and an attacker imitates, deactivates or hides them, a false sense
of security is given. Thus the current solutions are inherently insecure in
regards to manually executed phishing.
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Fig. 1. Confusion matrices for text (left), image (middle) and address (right) comparison.Ă
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